Scales in Extremeness
Japanese is known to have a rich system of ideophones that are a class of referential words,
evoking a vivid, sensational feeling or depictive meanings (Kita, 1997; Hamano, 1998; Tamori
& Schourup, 1999; Akita, 2009; Dingemanse, 2011, 2015; Dingemanse & Akita, 2017). Native
speakers of Japanese have the intuition that ideophones induce direct some sensory impressions,
allowing them to detect the non-arbitrary or iconic relations between sounds and meanings. The
focus of this talk is on the gradability of ideophones, in which the core meaning of gradability is
based on the abstract representation of measurement or scales. Based on degree constructions, I
will show that ideophones are ‘flexible’ in that they can be both absolute and relative depending
on the context (Kennedy & McNally, 2005; Kennedy, 2007). A consequence of the present study
is that ideophones can be analyzed in terms of the ontology of degrees and that their sensational
flavour is due to the availability of a ‘extreme’ standard that is also found in extreme adjectives
(e.g. gorgeous, fantastic).
Some ideophones are gradable and thus they are available in comparative constructions.
(1)

a.

b.

Okuba-ga
maeba
yori(mo) guragura-suru.
back.tooth-nom front.tooth than
ideophone-do
‘(Lit.) My back tooth seems more GURAGURA (loose) than my front tooth.’
Zenkai-no sigoto yori(mo) kutakuta-da.
last-gen job
than
ideophone-be
‘(Lit.) I am more KUTAKUTA (exhausted) than the last job.’

Assuming that the ideophone guragura contains degrees and the comparative marker yori(mo)
denotes degree relations and the verb suru ‘do’ is semantically vacuous, the meaning of the comparative predicate maeba yori(mo) guragura-suru ‘more GURAGURA than my front teeth’ in (1a)
can be expressed as follows (Kennedy, 1999; Heim, 2001; Kennedy & McNally, 2005; Kennedy,
2007):
(2)

a.
b.
c.

[[guragura]] = λdλx.guragura(x) = d
[[dC yori(mo)]] = λGλx.∃d[d ⪰ dC ∧ G(d)(x)]
[[maeba]] [[yori(mo)]] [[guragura]]
= λx.∃d[d > dmy.f ront.tooth ∧ guragura(x) = d]

Degree modifiers have been used as a diagnosis for dividing gradable expressions into subclasses,
but both totemo ‘very’ that is related to relative or context-sensitive gradable adjectives and
sukkari ‘completely’ that is for absolute adjectives with a maximum standard can modify ideophones as shown in (3) (Most gradable ideophones can be modified by them.) (Tsujimura, 2001).
(3) a.
totemo guragura, sukkari guragura
b.
totemo kutakuta, sukkari kutakuta
The meanings of the degree modifiers can be expressed à la Kennedy and McNally (2005), where
pos expresses an abstract positive degree morpheme that introduces a standard of comparison;
Totemo X is true of an object if the degree to which it is X exceeds a standard even among objects
that are X and sukkari X is true of an object if the degree to which it is maximally X.
(4) a.
[[totemo]] C = λGλx.∃d[stnd(d)(G)(λy. [[pos(G)(y)]] C ) ∧ G(d)(x)]
b.
[[sukkari]] = λGλx.∃d[d = max(SG ) ∧ G(d)(x)]
The modifiability by the degree modifiers indicates that ideophones can be either context-dependent
(relative) or absolute (maximal). The latter interpretation is required in their phonologically emphatic forms (e.g. gurragura, kuttakuta). The emphatic forms resist comparative constructions,
because a standard must be maximal and thus a comparative phrase is redundant as shown in
(5). The emphatic interpretation can also be found in extreme adjectives that are in principle
not available in comparative constructions either (Bolinger, 1967; Cruse, 1986; Morzycki, 2012).
I will also claim that the maximality found in ideophones and extreme adjectives can lead to a
sensational flavour of these expressions.
(5)

a. ?? Okuba-ga maeba yori(mo) gurragura-suru.
b. ?? Zenkai-no sigoto yori(mo) kuttakuta-da.
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